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Logging Operations

Economic
Development and
Licence
Administration

Logging and road building activities
have been ongoing since February
of 2020. Cutting permits 59B, 65, 53,
56 and 57 have been completed for
a total estimated volume to date of
71,503 m3. In addition, KVL along
with (Westland/VIH Helicopters /
North Pac/Longs Logging / CFO
Falling) completed harvesting on CP
66 in the North Beaver.
This project was a great success and
all parties are unanimous in their
opinion of how well this project
rolled out. A special thanks goes
to Troy Sam of KVL, who did 1214-hour shifts, for 26 days straight.
Many people put in long days
without a break over the entire
project to make this happen. A
First onshore Heli project in over 20
years here in the northwest.

Kalum Ventures log supply
agreement will be ending the
first year of a three year deal on
December 31, 2020. We have met
with Skeena along with KFLP and
Longs Logging, on the overall
agreement thus far. There was
consensus that the agreement is
working well and the partners are
interested in seeing it continue in
2021 and beyond.

Kamov picking up felled lumber.

In total, over 19,191 cubic meters
were harvested in the North Beaver
on CP 66. Harvestable volume
exceeded projections as well as
grade and pricing. Delivery of logs
to market perfectly timed a rising
and strong cedar market that
resulted in an increase in revenue
on average of $30 per m3.
In addition, due to markets and our
customer, grade rules were relaxed
putting a percentage of the volume
into a high price category. This
combined with good cost control
and a renegotiation with VIH on a
two tiered pricing for flown wood
resulted in profit margins doubling
from preliminary forecasts.
Forecasted grades of whitewood
and utility logs were right on
projections of 20% whitewood and
2 % utility.

Troy Sam doing harvest inspection with
Westland, and VIH crew.

Upon completion of CP 64, Skeena
quota will flip back to Kitselas
Forestry for the winter/spring of
2021.
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Post planting assessment. This tree grew
for one season, and has doubled in size
since planting.

Engineering

Harvesting and road building
operations commenced in midOctober on Meadow Creek, CP 64.
This block has an estimated volume
of 12,000 m3.
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KVL as well as KFLP/Westland have
been pursuing opportunities to
construct and operate a small
wood manufacturing plant to
stimulate economic development
and employment. Talks with other
business and supporters are
preliminary with indications that
there may be some worthwhile
opportunities. For more information
we have put together a one page
information sheet for the board’s
consideration.

Service Helicopter transporting crew to
harvest sites.

Field engineering and timber
cruising has been completed
on approximately 70 k of wood
scheduled for harvesting in
2021 starting in early summer.
Development of permit applications
and submission will occur during
first quarter of 2021. KVL crews
continue to do reconnaissance work
on 2022 volume and for standing
timber inventory on future permits.

Markets
China export log market pricing
has stabilized with most sorts
below cost of production. Recent
price quotes put the highest prices
between $ 53.00 and $ 110.00 for
oversize- average pricing based on
sorts will be around $75.00. Pricing
is not forecasted to rebound until
volume comes out of the market
from Europe.
Domestic pricing of local sawmills
has a finite capacity to purchase
logs for their consumption. Pricing
for most suppliers is below the cost
of production, with the exception
of KVL and KFLP due to our log
supply agreement with Skeena. This
agreement remains pivotal in the
success of KVL in 2020 and going
forward into 2021.
Japan continues to provide good
pricing, specific to old growth
blocks. - KVL is currently shipping
for Japanese export a small portion
of CP 64 volume. This is consistent
with our Skeena agreement to
capture value where it makes sense
to offset the pulp loss for Skeena.
Cedar prices have continued to
be strong and have just recently
had an uptick of approximately
$30/m3 that KVL was able to take
advantage of in our agreement
on Heli purchase with North Pac.
Gang and Shingle pricing is in the
$220 mark with merch and oversize
above $330m3.

Loading Cedar.

Road capping for harvest in CP 57. Standing
Cedar left for monumental, and culturally
modified trees. Photo Lee Walker

Pulp pricing is non-existent with
most supplier’s instructed to deck
pulp until markets come back. That
could be as late as June of 2021.
KVL and KFLP continue to ship pulp
to Skeena despite a collapse in the
market.

Cedar logs identified as possible totem poles.

Silviculture
KVL has recently replenished
the silviculture funds that were
withdrawn from the silviculture
investment fund. This is to ensure
that KVL remains current with
our silviculture obligations and
liabilities.

CP 57 Rock Truck

Road Construction CP 065 Photo Lee Walker

KVL August 2020
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